
 Cybersecurity professionals
 Many years working experience in the 
area of cybersecurity

 Relevant certificates:
 CISSP (Certified Information Systems 
Security Professional)

 CISA (Certified Information Systems 
Auditor)

 Lead Auditor ISO/IEC 27001:2013
 CompTIA Cyber Security Analyst 
(CySA+)

 CompTIA Security+
 CompTIA Network+
 CompTIA Security Analytics  
Professional (CSAP)

 CEH - Certified Ethical Hacker
 ITIL v3 (Information Technology  
Infrastructure Library)

 DoDD 85701 Tier 3 Certified Personnel

OUR ADDED VALUECYBERSECURITY  
AWARENESS TRAINING
LET YOUR EMPLOYEE BE  
THE FIRST LINE OF DEFENSE

MAKE YOUR EMPLOYEES AWARE OF THE IMPORTANCE  
OF CYBERSECURITY
A cyber attack‘s financial and reputational impact can be immense 
for businesses of all sizes. For example, to steal or encrypt  
confidential data, cripple the core system or extort money, attackers 
are always on the lookout for the most significant vulnerability.  
Unfortunately, in many cases, employees themselves provide a  
corresponding attack surface because they are not aware of their 
role in cyber security or do not have the appropriate knowledge to 
defend themselves.
  
AKKA‘s awareness training helps you significantly increase your  
company‘s cyber security level and thus ward off potential attacks. 

Through targeted training, we support you to: 
 Minimise the human risk factor in cyber security 
 Strengthen the motivation of your employees for secure behavior 
 Increase the security awareness of employees and managers 
 Develop a sense of cyber security

 
Always keep in mind: the best „firewall“ are well-trained employees

Social engineering is very popular with criminals 
In which of the following contexts have there 
been attempts to influence your employees  
by means of social engineering within the last  
12 months?

Own representation, according to:   
Wirtschaftsschutzbericht 2021, bitkom
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A cybersecurity awareness training needs to be much more than  
just a topic presentation! We place our participants in the perspective 
of both an attacker and a victim. 

Our goal for the attendees is to 
understand and internalize how an 
attack works to recognize malicious 
actions later. During the training 
your staff will actively slip into the 
different roles. In addition, we teach 
our participants about the latest 
findings and vulnerabilities and thus 
sharpen their focus on the topic. 
With the comprehensive expertise 
from the training, the risk of a cyber 
attack via one’s employees  
decreases enormously. 
 
The level of cybersecurity awareness training ranges from:
 A standard employee who works with IT and office products and has 
not studied computer science.

Up to:
 Well-skilled IT administrators who want to improve their cybersecurity 
knowledge and learn how an attack is performed to design and set 
up a good defense strategy.

EXAMPLE TOPICS:
 Social Engineering: Why is it important to understand?
 Passwords: Does length matter?
 USB devices: Do people plug in any USB device?
 Links: Can you trust any link while browsing?
 E-mails: Can you trust the displayed sender? 
 E-mail attachments: What happens when your employees open 
malicious e-mail attachments?

 Patching: Do we need to install all updates and reboot the machine?  
 WiFi: Is any free or unknown WiFi good to do banking?
 Smartphone: How easy get attackers’ information about you being 
only nearby

 And many more

AWARENESS
TRAINING

THE BENEFITS OF A CYBERSECURITY 
AWARENESS TRAINING 
When employees are aware of cyber-
security, the risk of being attacked 
successfully decreases dramatically.

  Involvement of the participants 
  Use of many live showcases
  Real scenarios for business  
and private use

  Assuming the role of the attacker 
  Assuming the role of the victim
 Entertaining transfer of knowledge

 To demonstrate the scope of a lack 
of cybersecurity 

 Used to internalize the need for 
cyber security in a company

 As learning tools to convey the topic 
of cybersecurity

 To use the topic as food for thought

 Understand their role in cybersecurity
 Are aware of cybersecurity
 Are sensitized 
 Know what to do and where to start 
in the case of a cyberattack

 Understand existing security  
processes 

METHODOLOGY:

SHOW CASES

PARTICIPANTS

CYBERSECURITY AWARENESS TRAINING


